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“My partner invests my money for me”, “I still save
most of my money in the bank”, “Investing is just too
confusing so I have not started” — these are conversations
we’ve heard frequently from successful, 20-30 year old
female professionals women who consider themselves
independent in many ways. In an age which celebrates
female empowerment often through female financial
independence, we challenge this definition to go further to
include financial literacy — the confidence and knowledge
of how to manage and grow one’s own money.
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When Refinery 29’s Money Diaries1 began recording the
spending habits of millennial women in 2016, the intention
was to help young women become savvier about their
money. Money is described by the site as “the last taboo
facing modern working women”, and it’s only become
more controversial: the diaries have since been associated
with female spending being examined and criticized, both
economically and morally.

Traditional messaging might have something to do with
it. Starling Bank 2 analyzed the differences between how
male and female-centric media outlets speak to their
consumers about money across 300 stories. They found
that 65% of articles defined women as “excessive spenders”
that were advised to “limit, restrict, and take better control
of shopping ‘splurges’”. Women’s economic contributions
are rooted in thriftiness, and nearly 90% of female targeted
articles focus on small ways to save money, including
seeking discount coupons and vouchers.
In contrast, the study found that financial articles aimed
at male audiences have a less moralistic tone and tend
to speak to men as if they’re savvy financiers. 70%
emphasise that making money is a masculine ideal. Men
are encouraged to “invest” and manage money through the
lens of power and competition.
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At Quilt.AI, we similarly analyzed 8800 content pieces by 15
mainstream banking brands (eg. American Express, DBS,
BNP Paribas) and 12 female-targeted finance brands (eg.
Ellevest, EveryGirl, The New Savvy) across Asia and the USA,
in order to pinpoint how to speak to females about finance.
Our cultural AI tool highlighted key differences in visual
styles, lifestyles featured, moods, and colours in mainstream
banking vs. female-friendly finance content. Significantly,
mainstream finance compares money management to
“being a winner”, while the female-friendly communication
highlights money management as an act of “self-love”.

Is there a need to talk about money
differently to women?
With the advent of companies such as Ellevest 3 and The
New Savvy4, which aim to close the gender investing gap,
we seem to be at yet another potential turning point for
female financial literacy. They empower women to “achieve
financial happiness” (TNS), and to “close the gender
investing gap” (Ellevest).
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Both companies highlight one overarching problem: how
women are unique in both their perception of money, as
well as their financial needs, but are currently addressed by
a market that is “by men, for men”. This results in the earlier
observation of intimidation, confusion, or exasperation on
the part of women. TNS reports that 41% of women are
intimidated by finance, and hence, do not invest.
Between being pigeonholed as excessive spenders, being
aware that money management (or spending) might result
in moral judgement, and the supposedly complex world of
financial information - it’s pretty clear that the stakes are
high when women make financial choices.
What we wanted to examine at Quilt.AI goes beyond what
women feel (the frustration is pretty obvious), but instead,
to find out what women want, and what women do.
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Southeast Asia Focus
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Significantly, we also wanted to look at Southeast Asia
in contrast with the USA, where socio-economic roles of
women have traditionally differed, but are rapidly changing
and affecting the way women perceive and manage
money. According to the IMF5, female participation rates in
Asia have increased by 6 percentage points since 1990, and
now lie not far behind the levels seen in advanced Western
economies.
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On the other hand, there is Indonesia, where the kodrat
wanita (women’s destiny) historically placed women in the
sphere of family and indoor domesticity, but according to
the World Bank 7, female participation in the workforce has
steadily (albeit slowly) increased by 6% between 1990 and
2017, to 51%.

In Vietnam and Philippines women have traditionally
been celebrated as significant contributors to each nation’s
economic development. Grant Thornton reported that
the Philippines ranks first for the proportion of women
holding senior management roles in Southeast Asia and
fifth globally, with 37% of such roles occupied by women. In
Vietnam, World Bank data6 shows that the female labour
force participation rate averages out at a high of 72.9%
between 1990 and 2017.

Women have made steady — but slow and uneven progress
in economic participation in Southeast Asia. This report
dives deeper to elicit more information and it also contrasts
with the USA, which despite being the country which gave
us the women’s liberation movement continues to wage its
own gendered war in the space of financial equality.
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So what are women searching for
when it comes to finance, and what
informal tools are they tapping on
in the digital economy? Knowing
all this, how should we then speak
to women?
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We hope that this report answers these tangible questions, but more importantly,
begins to break the last money taboo for women by urgently addressing how
services, communications, and products can better cater to female financial needs.

FOOTNOTES
1.

Refinery29’s Money Diaries: https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/money-diary

2.

Starling Bank’s #makemoneyequal research and campaign: https://www.starlingbank.com/news/makemoneyequal-campaign/

3.

Ellevest: https://www.ellevest.com/

4.

The New Savvy: https://thenewsavvy.com

5.

IMF Finance and Development Magazine, “Asian Women at Work”,  September 2018, Vol. 55, No. 3:
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2018/09/pdf/female-labor-force-participation-in-vietnam-banerji.pdf

6+7. The Global Economy World Bank Economic Indicators:
https://www.theglobaleconomy.com/Indonesia/Female_labor_force_participation/
https://www.theglobaleconomy.com/Vietnam/Female_labor_force_participation/
https://www.theglobaleconomy.com/Philippines/Female_labor_force_participation/
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Quilt.AI
analysed the digital
financial ecosystem of
women in 7 countries
to understand:
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What types of informal digital fintech are women using?
Emerging forms of fintech now offer new and exciting alternatives to traditional methods of personal and livelihood
financing. Forbes8 has highlighted a forecast growth of the fintech sector by 74.16% from 2019 to 2025.
In 2016, Politico9 released a report highlighting how female bankers fed up with the alpha male culture in finance are
switching to fintech. Maria Gracheva, head of the Russian online payment system Yandex.Money, explicitly said, “this shift to
Fintech involves more women than men”, highlighting the potential for Fintech to also bridge the gender gap when it comes
to accessing financial tools.
Go Medici10 has also reported on Fintech addressing financial exclusion: the Global Findex Database11 shows that since 2011,
700 million adults have signed up for a bank account, with women’s account ownership rising in every region except the
Middle East. Yet, there is a significant gap remaining between men and women: 65% of men and 58% of women have an
account. The important part here is that a 7% gap in financial inclusion12 has been stable since the 2011 report.
To account for the informal digital tools that women may be leveraging for their personal finance activities, Quilt.AI measured
and analysed female interest in digital financial tools and services, across age-groups.
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Quilt.AI consolidated a list of 37 existing digital finance tools used in each of the 7 countries, across the categories of digital
transactions, digital budgeting, and digital investments (see Appendix A for full list of informal financial tools).
Category-specific interest and uptake of informal digital fintech was then measured via combined search interest in each of
the financial tools available within the country.

*Full list in Appendix A
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What makes finance female-friendly?
Quilt.AI wanted to identify key directional cues for female-friendly finance content creation, in order to encourage more
gender-inclusive conversations around banking and finance. To do so, we examined how mainstream financial services were
currently communicating to women, in comparison with other female-centric financial services.
We identified a list of mainstream and female-centric financial platforms and services globally, and compiled two datasets of
communication materials from each of groups.(insert footnote here)
Using proprietary cultural detection, object detection and colour detection AI models, Quilt.AI analysed and mapped a total
of 800 content images from 15 mainstream financial services against 8000 content images from 12 female-centric financial
services.
Key distinctions between mainstream financial communications and female-centric financial communications were
identified across three dimensions: cultural concepts, content, and colour and tonality.

Quilt Female Financial Literacy 2019
*Full list in Appendix B
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FOOTNOTES
8.

Forbes, “4 Fintech Predictions for the New Year”, December 2018
https://www.forbes.com/sites/donnafuscaldo/2018/12/07/4-fintech-predictions-for-the-new-year/#db3151e32193

9.

Politico, “Fintech is a Woman’s World” September 2016
https://www.politico.eu/article/fintech-is-a-women-world-financial-technology-female-bankers-startups/

10.

World Bank Group, “Global Findex Database” 2014
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/187761468179367706/pdf/WPS7255.pdf#page=3

11.

World Bank Development Research Group, the Better Than Cash Alliance, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and Women’s
World Banking to the G20 Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion, “Digital Financial Solutions to Advance Women’s
Economic Participation”, 2015
https://btca-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/122/english_attachments/Women%27s_Economic_Participation_Report_16_
November_2015.pdf?1447440924
12.

Go Medici, “50% of Women Globally Are Financially Excluded and FinTech Can Change It”, February 2016
https://gomedici.com/50-of-women-globally-are-financially-excluded-and-fintech-can-change-it/
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The State Of Female Financial Literacy
Overall, men tend to express greater interest than women in financial topics online, with a few exceptions.
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Philippines stands out as
the only country in which
women outnumber men in
interest across all financial
topics (55% vs 45%).
Filipino women are specifically interested
in earning money through small business
ownership, while learning more about
personal budgeting strategies.
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In Thailand, women on the
internet are more actively
searching for employment
and job opportunities than
men are (26% vs 25%).
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Overall, the top 3
finance-related concerns
for women are:
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The State Of Female Financial Literacy

Earning Money (29%), Banking (19%),
and Investments (17%).
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Investments

Earning Money

Banking

Women work hard for their money! Search data
revealed that they were frequently on the hunt for new
opportunities to earn, be it through formal employment,
ad hoc jobs and entrepreneurship ventures.

Women across countries are participating, or seeking
inclusion into, the formal banking industry. While search
queries for physical bank locations still feature, the
emergence of digital banking has been embraced by
women, who actively seek out online banking services in
their respective countries.

This was particularly so in the Southeast Asian region,
in which search queries for jobs and enterprise opportunities
made up 31% of all finance-related search terms.

Across the 7 countries, search terms like “investments for
beginner” and “investment 101” indicate that for many
women, existing knowledge around investments is still at
an exploratory stage. Nonetheless, the high proportion of
investment-related search queries indicate that the desire
and intent to invest is likely to grow.
Such is the case for women in Southeast Asia, who are
proactively seeking out investment advice and exploring
various investing options (18%).. In contrast, only 10% of
female finance-related searches in the USA revolve around
the topic of investments. For American women, strategies
for wealth cultivation tend to centre around minimising
spending while accumulating savings (18%).

OVERVIEW

The State Of Female Financial Literacy
Beyond just a focus on earning money, banking and investing.
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Women in Indonesia
acquaint themselves
with new digital
transaction platforms
that enable
convenient and
accessible forms of
everyday purchasing
(30%).

Women in Singapore
are exploring new
loan options (24%),
with an implicit intent
to invest in property.
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Women in Malaysia
are actively seeking
clarification on all
aspects of finance,
from budgeting
strategies (18%)
to payments and
transactions (18%).
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Female Interest In Fintech
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Amongst
ASEAN women
25-35 year old women are most actively
leveraging fintech for their personal
finance goals.
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Filipina women have transitioned fastest to
digital wallets and e-payment systems.

Thai women are the most frequent users of
digital budgeting apps.

Indonesian women are the most enthusiastic
about online investing resources.
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WOMEN WANT?

WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

VIETNAM

Female Interest In Informal Finance Tools
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In Vietnam,
interest in informal
digital finance
tools is primarily
driven by younger
demographics.
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25 – 34 year old women show the most
interest in digital finance, followed by their
younger 18-24 counterparts.

In Vietnam, these women gravitate towards
mobile payment apps such as 2pay,
Truemoney, and Momo wallets.

They research investment options like ETFs
and Mutual Funds through websites such as
VFM.com and asianbondsonline.
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WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

VIETNAM
Search query data shows that females in Vietnam seek
flexible employment
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34%

of female finance queries
are about earning money

Even though Vietnam has one of the highest rates of female
employment in South East Asia, many of these roles are
limited to informal, ad hoc jobs.
Women frequently search for home-based, online forms of
income that require minimal professional expertise.

Women in Vietnam take on heavy financial
responsibilities for the family

3%

of female finance queries
are about loans and debt

Women express interest in obtaining personal loans at
short term notice.
Search terms like “personal loans for bad credit”, and
emphasis on “fast” and ”easy” loans reflect a sense of
urgency and points to possible financial difficulties.

paid online surveys

kiếm tiền trên web

personal loans for bad credit

income from home

việc làm nhà dựa

lãi suất cho vay thấp vay cá nhân

make money online internet
Quilt Female Financial Literacy 2019

homeworkers

earn money by typing
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cheapest loan company
payday loans

easy loans

công việc nhập dữ liệu trực tuyến

Trang, aged 20

Hien, aged 36

Trang doesn’t want to follow her mother’s footsteps of
sewing clothes and toys at home, but growing up in a
poorer family, she doesn’t have university qualifications. She
believes she can make as much as money as her mother
online without exerting as much labour so she is searching
for jobs such as ‘at-home data entry jobs’ and ‘earn money
by doing surveys’.

Hien realises that her expenses are growing as her three
kids grow older, but wants to ensure they still get the best
education possible. Hien’s husband is a construction worker,
and income is not steady. To pay for their school fees, Hien
takes out a payday loan because she doesn’t qualify for
bank loans.

WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

THAILAND

Female Interest In Informal Finance Tools
© Quilt.AI Pte Ltd. All rights reserved.

In Thailand, interest
in investment tools
spikes amongst 55 –
64 year old women,
despite overall
decrease with age.
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Female interest in digital finance tools
decreases with age, with the exception
of older women with regards to digital
investments.

Women are searching for and getting
personal finance advice from bank-owned
sites like krungsri.com and 1213.or.th.

Popular savings and digital transaction apps
include Line Pay and Digio E-Wallet.
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WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

THAILAND
Thai women go beyond basic understanding and are
actively engaged in investments
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25%

of female finance queries
are about investment

Thai women are driven to save and aggressively seek out
competitive interest rates

13%

of female finance queries
are about banking

Women in Thailand want updates on the latest financial
news and specific stocks performances, beyond
introductory explanations to basic concepts.

Thai women search for banking in relation to opening
a savings account, with particular focus on comparing
interest rates across banks.

Investment-related search terms are specific, indicating an
established level of investment literacy.

She recognizes the need to save smart, and leverages
banking services to do so.

ตลาดหลักทรั พย์ (stock market)

ลงทุนเว็บ (investors web)

ตลาดหุ้นข่าว (stock market news)

fidelity investments

22

ธนาคารออมสิน

savings plan

savings account

savings account interest rate comparison
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ซื้อกองทุนรวม (buying mutual funds)

ธนาคารที่มีบัญชีเงินฝากออมทรั พย์ที่ดี

กองทุนตราสารหนี้ (bond funds)

(bank saving accounts are great)

หุ้น ดาว วัน ที่ 20 กุมภา พัน 2019 ออก อะไร

ฉันต้องการที่จะเปิดบัญชีเงินฝากออมทรั พย์

Star stock on February 20, 2019

(I want to open savings account)

Pim, aged 42

Pen-Chan, aged 22

Pim wants to ensure that she can enjoy a comfortable
retirement in the future. She has been actively investing in
stocks over the past six years. Over the years, she has grown
more confident in investing. Now, she makes it a point
to regularly read financial news, and often checks on her
portfolio performance online. Though her daughter Vivii is
still studying, Pim intends to teach her to invest as well.

Having just graduated university and started working, PenChan wants to get serious about saving money. Her friends
advise her to open a savings account, which will allow her to
accrue interest and beat inflation. Pen-Chan decides to do
more research, and searches for ‘interest rate comparisons’
and ‘best banks to open savings account’ with before
making her decision.

WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

PHILIPPINES

Female Interest In Informal Finance Tools
© Quilt.AI Pte Ltd. All rights reserved.

In Philippines,
interest in informal
digital finance
tools is primarily
driven by younger
demographics.
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In Philippines, female interest in digital
finance tools, across all categories, is driven
primarily by women aged 25 - 34 years old.

These women are active users of mobile
payment and money transfer apps like
Coins.ph, Toast and My E-Peso.

In addition, they are also researching and
seeking potential investment opportunities
through websites like sunlife.com.ph and
moneymax.ph.
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WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

PHILIPPINES
Filipino women are keen to invest, but need direction on
how and where to invest
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15%

of female finance queries
are about investment

Filipino women actively ask where and how to invest, as
opposed to understanding what investing is and why it is
worth investing in the first place.
Informal online communities offer a means to access
crowdsourced investment advice, and play a key role in
empowering potential female investors.

Filipino women are proactively seeking small business
opportunities

23%

of female finance queries
are about employment
and entrepreneurship

Female search queries such as “money making strategies”
and “I need to make money” reflect a strong desire for
upward financial mobility. This manifests in an active
interest in both small business opportunities and part-time
jobs for side income.

I need to make money
how to invest your money

investment club

earn cash

money making strategies

micro-credit small business loans

investment seminar

how to start business

investment funds
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Part-time income

Get rich

how to make money

investment guide   top investments to invest
what to invest in
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business ideas

opening a café

Residual income

Job hunter

Gloria, aged 28

Rosana, aged 46

Gloria currently works as an administrative assistant, and
has dreams of opening her own restaurant in the future.
As her current salary is insufficient to cover the initial costs
of setting up her business, she decides to start investing.
Her family and friends do not have any experience in this
area, so Gloria decides to seek help from those that do. She
browses the internet to get a better understanding of how
she should invest her money. Her dreams are starting to feel
achievable.

Rosana struggles to balance her full-time job with her
responsibilities as a mother to three children. Despite
working hard, the burden of everyday expenses has
made it difficult to accumulate savings. Her relatives are
encouraging her to start her own business, as they believe
this will enable her to earn more money and have more
control over her everyday schedule. More recently, Rosana
has been thinking about potential business ideas and has
searched online for small loans to start a small store near
her house.
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Female Interest In Informal Finance Tools
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In Malaysia, women
aged 25 – 34 are
most open to
leveraging digital
tools to manage their
personal finances.
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Across all age groups, Malaysian women
aged 25 – 34 are most open to using informal
digital finance tools for savings, transactions
and investing.

Apps that enable seamless e-payments, such
as VCash and Samsung Pay have become
mainstreamed, while on-the-go budgeting
through services like Spending Tracker and
AndroMoney are on the rise.

Investment advice is sought online through
websites with international audiences, such
as investing.com and nerdwallet.com.
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WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

MALAYSIA
The banking and finance sector is most aspirational for
job-seeking Malaysian women
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19%

of female finance queries
are about employment

Employment-related queries reveal a preference for
banking and finance-related jobs amongst women in
Malaysia.
The popularity of finance and banking jobs is likely linked
to a perception of the industry guaranteeing predictable
income. It is thus no surprise that searches about those
sectors often seek clarification on expected salaries.

basic salary in banking industry
finance jobs in australia for foreigners
qualification for bank job
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personal financial advisor job
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Women in Malaysia favor conservative approaches to
investing

13%

of female finance queries
are about investments

When researching potential investment opportunities,
women in Malaysia seek safer returns.
Women are less concerned about securing maximised
profit from high-risk investments, and instead, are seeking
more moderate and predictable long-term payoffs.

How to make money in Malaysia without investments
Examples of smart investments to make
safe investments

Amira, aged 18

Natasha, aged 27

Amira is in the midst of submitting university applications.
She is unsure about what degree to take. Many of her
relatives have advised her to pursue a future career in
the finance industry, where they feel there are more
employment opportunities. Amira worries about the cost
of living in Malaysia, and hopes to be able to secure a stable
source of income in the future. Like many of her same-aged
peers, she actively researches her future job prospects on
the internet. She now feels better prepared to make an
informed decision regarding her education.

For Natasha, investments seem daunting and risky. For
many years, she has put off learning how to invest. More
recently however, she is starting to get serious about
planning for the future. Natasha is determined to start
investing, though she is still worried she might potentially
lose a lot of money. She is currently actively searching for
long-term investment opportunities like mutual funds and
bonds.

WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

INDONESIA
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In Indonesia, women
aged 25 – 34 are
most open to
leveraging digital
tools to manage their
personal finances.
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Unlike other countries, where women aged
25 – 34 demonstrate the highest interest in
digital finance tools, it is the women aged
18 – 24 that are the most active users of
e-payment and budgeting apps.

GoPay, OvoApp and Grabpay are popular
choices amongst women in Indonesia
seeking the convenience of e-transactions on
the move.

Younger female demographics demonstrate
an exploratory interest in investment through
websites like moneysavingexpert.com, that
offer advice on a broad array of financial
topics beyond just investments.

WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

INDONESIA
Indonesian women are leveraging credit card benefits for
savvy spending
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30%

of female finance queries
are about transactions
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Women in Indonesia prefer investing through experts

5%

of female finance queries
are about investments

The rise of e-commerce in Indonesia is gradually moving
women from a cash to card economy.

Women in Indonesia do not often ask about investmentrelated topics.

Queries about specific credit card perks highlight how
women are well-aware of purchase incentives and actively
leverage upon these as a means to maximise their
spending.

When they do, they research specific mechanisms
for investments (brokers, firms or software) and seek
professional perspectives over generic advice.

money back credit card
(kartu kredit virtual) Virtual credit card

broker investasi

cash back credit cards

investment advice

best credit card rates

perusahaan investasi

investment firms  

investment software
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kartu kredit toko

Nurul, aged 24

Suhali, aged 46

Having just started working, it is an exciting time for Nurul.
An avid mobile user, she is familiar with many of the latest
e-commerce apps and online shopping sites. Now that
she’s earning her own money, she has more freedom to buy
what she wants. However, Nurul still wants to make sure
she is getting the best deals on her online purchases. She
decides to apply for a credit card, making sure to pick one
that offers attractive cashback rewards.

To ensure that her children will continue to be provided
for after she has retired, Suhali has decided to invest a
portion of her savings. Suhali recognises that there are risks
associated with investing, and rather than doing so herself,
wants to hire an expert to help. She has begun looking for
reputable brokerage firms, whom she is confident will be
better placed manage her investments.

WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

SINGAPORE
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In Singapore,
female uptake of
digital savings and
budgeting tools is
highest mid-career.
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There is a spike in uptake of digital saving
tools amongst women of ages 35 – 44 and
ages 56 – 64.

This is contrary to the overall interest trends
in the area of digital transaction and digital
savings, which tends to be at its highest
between ages 25 – 34, before decreasing
with age.

Bank-owned apps like PayNow and PayLah!
are commonly used locally. Increasing as
well, Singaporean women rely upon expense
trackers like Spendee and Seedly for on-thego budgeting.

WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

SINGAPORE
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Women in Singapore are excited about the start-up scene
and its possibilities

Homeownership concerns in Singapore drive female
interest in loans

24%

23%

of female finance queries
are about earning money

Search queries reflect that salary is the most important
factor when considering formal employment.
There is also a small but emerging interest in start-up
ventures, more as a lifestyle choice than a matter of
economic necessity. Here, search interest in start-up
opportunities is driven by an implicit sense of passion.
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of female finance queries
are about loans

Women in Singapore seek loans, not for emergency
situations, but with the intent to purchase property and
housing.
Specific queries compare mortgage rates and rebates,
which reflects particular concerns around the costs and
affordability of public housing, and a proactive approach to
future planning.

Highest paying jobs in Singapore
Start up culture exciting

Mortgage loans

How to start an entrepreneurship

Personal loans

Business ideas for women

Singapore budget 2019 for hdb

Startup business ideas

Mortgage calculator
How to pay for HDB

Housing loans
Amortization
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Working in a start up

Sonia, aged 29

Jia Qi, aged 25

Sonia has been working full-time at a local bank for the
past 5 years. Though her job now is stable, she has started
to yearn for more. She wants to get more involved in
environmental issues and has contemplated starting her
own online store selling zero waste products. This is a
strong area of passion for her, and she’s been speaking to
other friends about her business idea. She plans to continue
working at her current day job, will running the business
on the side. Though it might be challenging, Sonia feels
motivated and excited.

Jia Qi is newly engaged and currently saving up to purchase
public housing with her finance. Jia Qi worries about the
rising costs of living and the expenses that married life
will involve. Anxious, she has been researching potential
housing grants and considering various mortgage options.
Jia Qi believes that by staying informed, she and her fiancé
will be well-placed to make important financial decisions
for their future.

WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

USA
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Female Interest In Informal Finance Tools
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In the USA, women
are increasingly
open to saving and
investing through
digital means.
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As women in the USA get older, interest
in digital transaction tools decreases while
interest in digital saving tools increases.

Across all age groups, with the exception
of younger women aged 18 - 24, women are
actively utilising informal digital resources to
learn about and practice investing.

Such resources include websites like
investopedia.com, online brokerage services
like Fidelity and female-targeted roboadvisors like Elle-vest.

WHAT DO WOMEN WANT?

USA
Human-level customer service remains highly
appreciated by women in the USA
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18%

of female finance queries
are about banking

Rather than searching for digital banking services, women
in the USA seek out practical information regarding the
bank outlet addresses and opening hours.
While e-banking appeals to the desire for convenience,
banking-related search terms nonetheless still reflect an
orientation towards the physical dimensions of banking and
the promise of face-to-face service.

bank of america boa 100 north tryon street
can you look up bank of america
syndicate bank working hours in ma
Quilt Female Financial Literacy 2019

eastwest bank

bank of america
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Women in the USA exercise financial discipline through
personal budgeting

18%

of female finance queries
are about budgeting
and saving

Women seek greater clarity over their income and
expenditure, with a view towards achieving greater
autonomy and control over their personal finances.
This manifests in searches for budgeting resources and
templates, as well as expense tracking apps that provides a
sense of self-accountability.

budget basics worksheet 1

issue about budgeting

how to budget when you have debt
benefits about budgeting
Excel budget template

Expenditure tracker app

Need to start budgeting

YNAB (savings and expense tracking app) reviews

Sarah, aged 46

Alicia, aged 24

Sarah and her family have recently moved to a new state.
She needs to pay off some bills, and when her daughter
suggests doing so online. Jacqueline is reluctant. While
she acknowledges that digital banking might be a more
convenient option, she finds the interface hard to navigate,
and would much prefers having a bank attendant to
address her concerns and queries on the spot. As she is
unfamiliar with the new neighbourhood, Sarah looks up
the address of the nearest bank outlet, and makes the trip
down without fuss.

The pressure of paying off her students loans weigh
down on Alicia. She feels it is time to gain control over her
finances, and more strictly manage her expenditure. Over
the past months, she has sought out personal budgeting
resources online, and even downloaded an expense tracker
app that she updates regularly. Personal budgeting requires
discipline, but Alicia is proud of her progress thus far. She
anticipates the day when she will finally be debt-free.
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WHAT MAKES
FINANCE
FEMALE-FRIENDLY?
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FEMALE FINANCE
VS
MAINSTREAM BANKING
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WHAT MAKES FINANCE FEMALE-FRIENDLY?
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OVERVIEW:
“Be A Winner” VS “Love Yourself”
© Quilt.AI Pte Ltd. All rights reserved.

Alongside understanding the current state of female
awareness and interest in managing their personal finance,
we felt that there was a need to examine the femalefriendly communications that women gravitate towards
when they seek out financial or professional advice.
With the help of our proprietary object detection, cultural
detection, and colour detection AI models, we ran 8800
communication content pieces from mainstream banking
brands and female-friendly brands, in order to understand
the differences in messaging.

MAINSTREAM

VS WOMEN-CENTRIC
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A major insight that emerged is that
mainstream banking positions across
Southeast Asia and the USA treat finance
management as acquisition-driven and
purposeful, with taglines such as “Tidy
your Finances, Transform your Life”
(Metrobank), “Swipe Left for Unbeatable
Deals” (Maybank), “Success is a Journey
Generations Take Together” (BNP Paribas).
In contrast, female-friendly content highlights finance
management as a manifestation and step towards self-love.
It is often positioned as a state of mind, with inspirational
images of nature’s horizon, and quotes such as “Take your
Time” (The New Savvy), “Investing for Returns and Impact”
(Ellevest), “Dream, Plan, Do” (The EveryGirl).
Ultimately, while female-specific finance advertising is
nascent, the guidelines below act as a starting point to
understand that mainstream banking content might
currently be missing messaging, design and communication
cues that are present in female-friendly content.

WHAT MAKES FINANCE FEMALE-FRIENDLY?
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VISUALS:
Female-friendly content contains distinctively less cues of
traditional print advertising.
The Quilt.AI object detection system saw that 13% of objects
in mainstream finance advertising relate to banners,
product features, logos, and other such cues of mainstream
advertising. This takes into account the use of traditional
advertising framing, text layouts, as well as poster formats.

MAINSTREAM

VS WOMEN-CENTRIC
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Mainstream bank communications
also feature humans 4 times more than
female communications, indicating more
“stock image” type of imagery. Often,
human figures are depicted as posed,
even in candid situations.
While the machine detected that photography was used
as a primary visual style across both female-friendly and
mainstream finance communications, female content
contained a larger variation of visual styles than mainstream
finance, which leans most heavily on graphic design. The
use of graphic design tools creates a more deliberate,
controlled and constructed feel, while in contrast, the
illustration and patterned-styles in the female-finance
content provides a more casual, whimsical vibe.

WHAT MAKES FINANCE FEMALE-FRIENDLY?
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LIFESTYLE:
Female-friendly content depicts aesthetic
lifestyle consumption, as opposed to
technology and FMCG consumption.

MAINSTREAM

VS WOMEN-CENTRIC
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Objects in both communication sets relate heavily to
lifestyle and consumption, but with distinct differences.
Objects detected in female content highlight an aesthetic
lifestyle — with plants, interior design, and food as key
concepts. On the other hand, mainstream communication
depicted objects such as technology, gadgets, amd mobile
phones.
Similarly, Quilt.AI’s culture machine detected higher levels
of “modernity” communicated in mainstream finance
advertising than in female-finance content.

WHAT MAKES FINANCE FEMALE-FRIENDLY?
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MOOD:
Reflectiveness and control is celebrated in female-centric
content, in contrast to active, on-the-move dynamism in
mainstream banking communications.

MAINSTREAM

VS WOMEN-CENTRIC

The Quilt.AI culture machine detected 160% times more
frequently concepts related to peace and harmony in
female-centric content. This was represented through
images of vast and scenic portraits of nature, and the use of
natural lighting in photography, as well as extensive indoor
“flat-lays”.
On the other hand, mainstream financial content contains
170% times more signifiers of dynamism, including activities
such as dancing, shopping, and even riding horses..
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The juxtaposition of two communication
sets highlights how mainstream banking
communication might be presenting
activities and a “state of mind” that is
drastically different from female-friendly
content. Female-friendly content often
connotes a sense of reflectiveness and
control.

WHAT MAKES FINANCE FEMALE-FRIENDLY?
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COLOURS
Colour schemes in female-centric content are playful and
dominated by a wider spectrum of pastel hues, while
mainstream content features bolder, darker colours.

MAINSTREAM

VS WOMEN-CENTRIC

The Quilt.AI machine identified that 46% of female-centric
content images contained colours on the coral, green, and
aqua spectrum. Aqua was the dominant colour at 20%,
across a spectrum of aquamarine, cadet blue, and sky blue.
These contribute to the overall mood of tranquility and
reflectiveness, while retaining a sense of play.
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Mainstream banking content, on the other hand, is
dominated by dark grey, blues, and browns, which make
up 60% of the main colour schemes. Greys made up the
dominant colours at 22%, with a spectrum from slate grey to
dim grey, and silver. These conform to traditional masculine
colours, creating a striking and more ‘professional’ image.

Tellingly, female-centric content has
1.2x more spread and variety of colours
compared to mainstream finance
content, highlighting a propensity to
more nuanced and colourful storytelling.

WHAT MAKES FINANCE FEMALE-FRIENDLY?
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LADIES, SET, GO!
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Appendix A:
Informal Digital
Finance Tools

Apple Pay

Boost App

Albert

https://www.stashinvest.com/

Google Pay

iPay88

Digit

Miss Kaya

Paypal

MPay Walet

Touch Style

https://www.investingnote.com/

Alipay

KiplePay

MyTabung

https://www.fool.sg/

Lazada E-Wallet

Go-Pay

Seedly

https://asianbondsonline.adb.org/

Venmo

Ovo App

Kebhom

SquareCash

GrabPay

MoneyLover

http://www.fundsupermart.com/landing/
welcome.jsp

Zelle App

TCash

Toshi

TaPay

Dana App

Moneybox

WeChat Pay

i.Saku

Piggipo

Samsung Pay

Mandiri e-Money

Mint: Budget, Bills, Finance

GrabPay

PromptPay

Paylah!

Samsung Pay

Paynow App

Mobiamo

DIGITAL INVESTMENT TOOLS

https://vfm.com.vn/en/

Singtel Dash

Line Pay

Ellevest

https://www.stashaway.sg

Singtel Dash

Digio E-Wallet

What the Elle

Moneymax.ph

My E-Peso

The Everygirl

https://www.set.or.th

Tapp Wallet

Women Investing Network’s Podcast

https://www.shareinvestor.com/my

irasia.com
https://www.indonesia-investments.com/
https://sginvestors.io
https://www.moneysense.gov.sg
http://www.ifastnetwork.com/ifastverve/
home/index.html
Angin.id

GCash

SAVING AND BUDGETING TOOLS

http://www.jeanchatzky.com/podcast/

Coins.Ph

Wally

https://robinhood.com/

https://malaysianinvestorsblogs.blogspot.
com

TrueMoney

Spending Tracker

https://www.fidelity.com/

http://www.dekisugi.net/

Momo

Spendee

E*trade

http://asiaplus.info/

Moca

Pocket Expense

Acorns

https://awealthofcommonsense.com/

2pay

Household Account Book

Financial Times Stock Screener

https://thecollegeinvestor.com/

payoo

Monny

Uvalue App

http://thenewsavvy.com/

vinapay

Debt Manager

https://www.wealthfront.com/

ononpay

Buxfer

clink app

BigPay

YNAB

https://www.stockpile.com/
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Appendix B:
Financial Services

MAINSTREAM

FEMALE-CENTRIC

American Express

Ellevest

https://www.instagram.com/ellevest/

BNP Paribas

Her Money

https://www.instagram.com/hermoney_de/

Bank Mandiri

Miss Kaya

https://www.instagram.com/misskaya8/

DBS

Financial Diet

https://www.instagram.com/thefinancialdiet/

Deutsche Bank

The New Savvy

https://www.instagram.com/thenewsavvy/		

KBZ Bank

Career Contessa

https://www.instagram.com/careercontessa/

Lloyds Bank

Her Money Moves

https://www.instagram.com/thenewsavvy/

Maybank

Smart Female Investors https://www.instagram.com/alina.welfonder/

Metrobank

Her Money Media

https://www.facebook.com/HerMoneyMedia/

MUFG Bank

The Everygirl

https://www.facebook.com/TheEverygirl/

Paypal

Lean In

https://www.facebook.com/leanincommunity/
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Siam Bank
Venmo
Vietin Bank
Visa
Wells Fargo
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CONTACT
enquiries@quilt.ai
QUILT.AI is an AI tech platform that uses publicly available big data on the internet
to create an understanding of human behavior for commercial and non profit
organisations. Designed for good, Quilt.AI is on a mission to “stitch” together a world
which is fragmented by technology. The Company works on commercial projects
60% of the time and foundation/ non-profit projects 40% of the time. Quilt.AI started
in 2018 is looking to be B Corp certified and also donates 5% of monthly revenue to a
charity of its employees’ choice.
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